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Talking Point 
Topical Comment from the world of motoring 

Welcome to another year with WMC. Many of you will have already renewed your membership 

which is a great sign of support for the hardworking committee and organisers.  

This year will be both exciting and challenging for the sport and hobby. However, WMC can look 

forward with some confidence and the excitement of having The Motor House ready sometime in the 

spring. I cannot underestimate the amount of effort and investment that has gone into the project 

which will not only provide a secure storage for all our equipment, archives etc but also a meeting 

place for the Club as well, plus of course the maintenance area for our members use.  

This year all our events will have discounted entry fees for members, usually of between 10 and 20% 

which will mean you will get your membership fee back after perhaps just a couple of events or just 

one of the major rallies or tours. At just £20 for a family or individual membership I am sure that you 

will agree this is outstanding value.  

Motorsport UK are pushing on with their reforms and hopefully they will start to show results this 

year. There is no doubt that motorsport has lacked investment in the grass roots for over fifty years, 

despite it being one of the richest sports in the UK. 

Clubs can do a lot more as well by working more closely together and indeed merging to combine re-

sources and manpower.  There are around a dozen motorsport disciplines but increasingly we are frag-

mented into singe discipline clubs. Can you imagine athletics having separate clubs for javelin, sprints 

and hurdling? Trials events are the most numerous in terms of the number of permits issued but, in 

many cases, they are almost run as secrets societies. Even here in Cumbria we have a classic trial, a 

vintage trial, a few PCTs, quite a number of sporting trials, 4x4 events and Land Rover Trials. There 

is surely scope for some imaginative thinking here? Combined events for example. 

Most of the clubs, but not all, in the Cumbria Motors Sport Group work together and support each 
other’s events but there is much more that could be done with jointly run events and sharing venues 

etc.  The new universal licence from Motorsport UK will allow clubs to invite members of other clubs 
to their events without having to join so we need to exploit that. 

GTF 
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Forthcoming Club EventsForthcoming Club EventsForthcoming Club EventsForthcoming Club Events    

 

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call 0844 

824 1135 and don’t forget to men,on your club 

when you do! 

Wigton Motor Club  

Annual Awards Dinner  
Saturday, 8th February 2020  

at the  

Skiddaw Hotel, Keswick  

7.00 for 7.30pm 

 

Please contact Maria Quigley at the Skiddaw Hotel  to book and 
pay for your table/seat  

on 017687 72071  or   sales.skiddaw@lakedistricthotels.net  

Autosolo 

January 26th 

 

Entry forms will be mailed out  
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PG Tips 
Chairman Peter Reflects On His Month 

 

As another year ends I end with 3 cars in my little collection, none of which I had at the start of the 

year, and in between I fitted in a couple that I barely got the V5 for before I was trying to shift them 

on! The Citroen BX was one of those cars and as mentioned in last month’s ramble a man from Corn-

wall was coming to get it, and he did indeed arrive. During the Ebay auction he’d contacted me to ask 

if the car would make it all the way to Cornwall – which is a very difficult question to answer when 

you’re talking about a nearly 30 year old French car that had a long list of minor faults but seemed 

basically solid. I mentioned this to him and recommended owning some breakdown recovery member-

ship before attempting such a trip.  

I assumed that would be enough to put him off but at the end of the auction he was the high bidder and 

contacted me straight away to make collection arrangements. During our conversation he said the sur-

prising phrase – “I figured I’ve got to go up to Gatwick that day so I thought I’d carry on to Cumbria” 

– as though the 2 places are close to each other! I suspected he didn’t know where Cumbria was but I 

was wrong and the following Friday I collected him off the train at Aspatria, with his wife and suitcas-

es, he paid the rest of the money and then headed off to a hotel they’d booked in Windermere. Anoth-

er 24 hours on I got a message confirming the BX made it to Cornwall without a hitch. Miracles do 

happen.  

With the BX gone I was down to just the Citroen C5 estate and RBS the race car which is when my 
kids began whinging and asking why I didn’t have a car with a roof that came off for the summer any-
more…which made me start thinking how much I had enjoyed the EOS in nice weather and before 

long the BX money was burning a hole in my pocket and thoughts of a cheap convertible bought at 
the best time of year to get a bargain started to seem like a good idea. Looking at the options out there, 
my standard fall back of another Saab initially seemed like a good shot, but I also wanted something 

fun to drive on a B road and Saabs simply aren’t that good. I did notice there were a lot of cheap 
Vauxhall Astra Bertones about and began to do some research on them. Based on the mk4 Astra they 
were built in Italy by Bertone and the reviews for them were pretty decent. Back in the day we had 

mk4 Astras at work and I remembered them being a hoot to drive if not the most sophisticated thing 
out there. Overshadowed by the then newly released Focus it was a car that slipped under the radar, 
but boy were the Bertone convertibles cheap.  

It wasn’t long before I’d found a ‘100 years of Vauxhall’ anniversary edition in a deep blue with lots 

of toys a 2.2 petrol engine and very low mileage. The car was too far away to bother going to see it 
and I once again played Ebay roulette and just bought it after the garage said they had someone com-
ing up my way so could deliver it at a very good price. I half expected that to be some kind of con, but 

the man who arrived in it had a car to collect from the Ford dealer at Bolton Low houses. As he drove 
up he rang me to say that he was struggling to find a bus to get from Gilcrux to Bolton Low Hous-
es….I explained that would be because no such thing existed and offered him a lift, which he grateful-

ly accepted. On arrival he assured me the Astra drove very well and he thought I’d got a bargain 
which was a massive relief. Right now it’s tucked up in the garage after a clean and oil change await-
ing warmer weather, but it does drive very well indeed, has no scuttle shake of any note and looks 

quite smart too. All in all quite a happy end to the year!  

Peter 
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Autotest Championship Overall 

 
 

Autotest FWD 

 
 

Autotest RWD 

 
 

PCA FWD 

 
 

 

1 Geoff Rae             116 

2 Craig Stamper      103 

3 Callum Alexander   89 

4 Roger Pope            80 

5 David Alexander     76 

6 Phil Hodgson          75 

7 Rob Iveson             74 

8 Jack Palmer           70 

9 Jacqui Iveson         50 

10= Peter Wright           49 

10= Dave Garner           49 

10= David Agnew          49 

1 Craig Stamper 122 

2 Roger Pope 118 

3 David Agnew 91 

4 Peter Wright 25 

5 Peter Masters 23 

1 John Holliday  50  

2 Bob Hargreaves 49  

3 John Sloan 25  

4 Chris Hunter 24  

5 John Meeks 22  

1 Geoff Rae 122 

2 Callum Alexander 109 

3 David Alexander 104 

4 Dave Garner 79 

5 Jack Palmer 73 

 

PCA RWD 

 

 

Autosolo Overall 

 
 

1 Phil Hodgson 122 

2 Ian Cowan 65 

3 Drew McLean 48 

4 Ian Wozencroft 47 

5 Rob Iveson 46 

6 Fiona Tyson   43 

1 Peter Wright 50 

2 Chris Hunter 46 

3 Phil Hodgson 44 

4 John Holliday 42 

5 Dru MacLean 40 

6= John Sloan 38 

6= Aidan Gregory 38 

8 Fiona Tyson  36 

9 Dave Garner 31 

10 Peter Masters 20 
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Winners All 

   Club Champion    Phil Hodgson 

   Ladies Champion   Jacqui Raine  

   Autotest     Geoff Rae 

   Autosolo     Peter Wright 

   Marshals     Eddie Parsons 

   Historic Rally    David Marsden/Mike Garstang 

   Targa Rally    Phil Hodgson/Ian Giles  

   Speed     Harry Moody 

   Stage Rally    Malcolm & Ron Mounsey 

   Enthusiast of the Year  TBA 

   Autotest FWD    Craig Stamper 

   Autotest RWD    John Holliday 

   PCA FWD     Callum Alexander 

   PCA RWD    Ian Cowan 

   

 

Club Championship 

 

1 Phil Hodgson 150 

2 John Sloan 134 

3 Rob Iveson 120 

4 Peter Wright 109 

5 Craig Stamper 103 

6 Callum Alexander 101 

7 Roger Pope 98 

8 Jacqui Raine 94 

9= Geoff Rae 92 

9= Drew Maclean 92 

11 John Holliday 91 

12 David Alexander 88 

13= David Agnew 86 

13= Chris Hunter 86 

15 Dave Garner 80 

16 Bob Hargreaves 76 

17 Jack Palmer 70 

18 Brian Bradley 66 

19 Marian Sloan 56 

20 Aidan Gregory 49 

      

Marshals Championship 

 
 

   1 Eddie Parsons 80 

   2 Mary Parsons   70 

3= David Wiggins 50 

3= John Sloan 50 

3= Graeme Forrester 50 

6= Marian Sloan   30 

8= David Agnew 40 

8= Steve Palmer 30 

8= Christine Agnew   30 

10= Roger Pope 20 

10= Edwin Cook 20 

10= Brian Bird 20 

10= Chris Hunter 20 

10= Fiona Tyson   20 

10= Ron Palmer 20 

10= Charles Graves 20 

10= Chris Leece 20 

10= Peter Garforth 20 

10= Paul Eastwood 20 

10= Steve Fishwick 20 
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Historic Overall: 

  Drivers        Navigators 

1 David Marsden       Mike Garstang 

2 Brian Bradley       Michael Marsland 

3 Malcolm MacKay       Marc Crack 

Class H 

1 David Agnew        

Class P 

 1 John Sloan        Marian Sloan 

 2 Ian Dixon 

 

Targa Overall 

 1 Phil Hodgson       Ian Giles 

 2 Robert Short       Kirsty Thompson 

 3 Quentin James       Tom Howe 

Class T2F 

1 Stephen Short       Clive White 

2 Lian Charlton       Geoff Fletcher 

3 Richard Whittaker      James Greenough 

Class T2R 

1 Fiona Tyson 

 

All the awards will be presented a the Awards Dinner on Feb-

ruary 8th. If you are unable to be there please let us know. 
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From The Top 
News from UK Motorsport, Regions and the WMC Committee 

Committee News: 

We did not have a committee meeting in December but we met socially and had a great evening. 

However a lot of work is going on planning next year’s programme of events, updating champion-

ships while the website is having a make over as well.  

We are always keen to have new committee members, we meet fairly informally each month at 

Bothel with the added incentive of sandwiches and chips!  If you are interested please let any com-

mittee member know. 

 

Motorsport UK News: 

Anyone taking part in a competitive event will need a competition licence in 2020. The good news is 

that for club level events the licence is free and there are a load of discounts and benefits for licence 

holders.  

To apply go to this page: https://www.motorsportuk.org/wp-content/

uploads/2019/11/03_CLUBMAN_FORM.pdf 

 

NESCRO:   

The list of NESCRO events is published in this issue. There are several new clubs and events joining 

us. 

Regional Associations: WMC is a member of three associations, Scotland, North East and Cumbria 

and North West. They all have their won websites and if you have an inter club or higher level li-

cence you can do events to which any of the associations are invited to.  

 

FBHVC 

We are affiliated to the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs which does of lot of work to pro-

tect us from daft laws and deals with the DVLA on old car matters as well. 
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Classic Column 
News from the Classic and Historic Scene 

It has always seemed strange to me that TV programmes relating to cars invariably have a presenter 

who is not knowledgeable about cars, but is a “personality”!  Take C4’s F1 coverage with Steve 

Jones and BBC’s Formula E coverage with Vernon Kay. Both an insult to out intelligence. Can you 

imagine the outcry of Steve Joes took over Gardener’s World and Vernon Kay on Match of the Day? 

Why to do we have to put up with it? 

Mind you Top Gear now has two “celebs” and one car expert so has little credibility. Car SOS has 

Tim Shaw playing the village idiot to Fuzz Townshend’s mechanical skills. Presumably all to make it 

more entertaining. 

I recently read Edd China’s autobiography which has a lot about “Wheeler Dealers” which is hugely 

popular in America, making Mike Brewer into a millionaire. A couple of years ago the programme 

rights were purchased by an American company and most of the filming is now down in the USA. In 

order to make it suitable for a US audience it has been dumbed down with less of the mechanical 

work and more sales chit chat. Hence Edd left the show and Ant Anstead has taken over.  

It is interesting that all the cars featured are done as a batch so the two presenters do all the banter 

over a few days. For example when Mike brings a car to Edd’s workshop, Edd pops out the door and 

says “What a load of rubbish” etc. In fact it’s not the workshop but a door on a hangar and they do 

the scenes with all 12 cars on one day.  

The various American restoration programmes are often cringe worth and run to a set formula, you 

have a couple of red necks with a fairly simple workshop )presumably not actually where all the work 

is carried out) plus a token female who does not appear to have any useful role, incredibly misogynis-

tic but typically American. Generally the cars are made to look good and go but to what extend the 

mechanical parts are refurbished I doubt. 

The UK version of this is Goblin Works Garage which gets its make from  the building having been 

where Goblin vacuum cleaners were made  - I don’t really see the link! It’s quite obviously a film set 

rather than a genuine garage and three presenters are brought together to customise (or ruin) some 

classic cars. One engineer, plus an American (no doubt so it can be shown on Discovery) plus the to-

ken female. When you see what they produce you feel they should be culled as soon as possible.  

It’s all a bit sad that most of these programmes are so superficial and indeed artificial when good pro-

grammes could be made. There a now loads of female engineers in motorsport and plenty of great 

female drivers that could be involved in such programmes. Sadly the American influence is gradually 

taking over in the UK with so many programmes being dumbed down to the lowest common demon 

denominator.  
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Welcome to the following new members and we hope that you will 

enjoy our events and social activities. 

Gary Long and family  from Workington 

 

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we really hope that 

you will enjoy reading it. 

 

For any changes or queries about membership please contact  

John Sloan on 01900 85833 

or by email at: wigtonmcmemb@outlook.com  

Marshal Force 
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The Voice of Experience! 

Ron Palmer has his say 

MG Cumbria (Graeme Forrester with his other hat on) hosted the Christmas Cracker on the first Sun-

day in December and we were blessed with a sparkling cold morning which started at -5 degrees and 

stayed below zero for most of the day. This helped to make for interesting driving conditions espe-

cially on the higher ground and as the route used Whinlatter, Newlands and Honister the pace on 

these parts of the route was a little slower than otherwise especially when the low sun reflected off the 

ice and frost. Out of the 38 listed entrants 9 were MGs and the rest included a rich mixture of interest-

ing sporting machinery including 1958 XK150, 1926 Bentley 3 litre, 1927 Chrysler 60 and Alan 

Rothwell’s attractive YB - well adorned with Festive Decorations. Chris Spencer’s Karmann Ghia 

was surefooted on the icy roads and Dale Sharp’s SAAB 96 certainly looked the part. At the newer 

end of the field some of the wider tyred machinery struggled for grip as ABS and traction control 

counts for little in these conditions. Gordon Southward gave his impressive new Morgan +6 an outing 

and managed to find space to sit amongst the decorations. All in all a grand run out in winter condi-

tions. 

On the way back up the M6 in three cars  with the donated contents of Peter Wood’s garage tools we 

encountered a hailstorm between  J36 and J39, enough to make us back off to about 65/70. But not 

everyone did so and those riding on their magic carpets (BMW/MBs etc) continued at 80 or 90 in lane 

3 until surprise surprise things started to go wrong. We came across various cars in disarray including  

a BMW 5 series parked on the hard shoulder having spun and damage all four corners against the 

ARMCO.  Again at the top of Shap by J39 a white Mercedes was parked on top of the embankment 

facing the wrong way 40 or 50 yards off the carriageway still with his lights on. Wide, low profile 

tyres and hailstones are uneasy bedfellows at speed... 

Touring Events 

Our club tours have attracted excellent numbers of entrants from club members in 2019. There is a 

rising trend in the popularity of these events and this is also seen in other organisations - typically  

HRCR have a planned series of fourteen events in ‘The Scenic Tours Series 2020’ where each event 

is organised by different clubs throughout England and Wales. These are essentially driving events 

for classics although other cars are welcome in our events. At this time of year we are busy filling our 

diaries with Wigton Motor Club dates and I have listed below dates and organisers for 2020 tours so 

that you can plan ahead. 

Wednesday March 11th -  Midweek Meander – ronpalmer777@hotmail.com  

Sunday 3rd/Tuesday 5th May – Yorkshire Gallop – jamesmcrockett@yahoo.co.uk 

Saturday 22nd August – Rose and Thistle – ronpalmer777@hotmail.com  

Sunday 13th September – Cumbrian Canter – chris_1lowtherview@yahoo.co.uk  

Friday 9th October – Coast to Coast – ronpalmer777@hotmail.com  

In addition there will be three or four evening pub runs in the summer evenings details of which will 

appear in Startline as the year goes on.   Enjoy your Tours in 2020.   
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Rallying Call 

 

 

  NESCRO Events 2020  
Month Date Club Event Name 

          

          

          

March 14th Mull CC Targa Mull Targa 

  29th 

Whickham/

Hadrian Targa Shaw Trophy 

          

April         

          

May 2nd/3rd  Berwick Historic/Targa Berwick Classic 

  16/17 De Lacy MC Targa East Yorks Targa 

  24th SoSCC Targa ? 

          

June 7th Whickham Alt date Shaw Trophy 

  28th Wigton MC Historic/Targa Lake District Classic 

          

July 19th 19th Hexham DMC Targa/Historic Northern Dales 

          

August 16th Spadeadam MC Targa/Historic Blue Streak 

          

September 5th/6th Sal<re MC Historic/Targa Bo'ness 

  6th Durham AC Historic/Targa Nissan 

  20th SoSCC Historic/Targa Doonhamer 

          

October 18th Wigton MC Historic/Targa Solway 

  25th Tynemouth MC Historic/Targa ? 

          

November 15th Sal<re MC Historic/Targa Sal<re 
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Cumbria Motor Sport Group Dates 2020 

Month Date Club Event Name 

January 26th WMC Autosolo   

          

February         

  8th KLMC Road Rally Harry & Ivy 

          

March 11th WMC Touring Assembly Midweek Meander 

  14th Trio Stage Rally Malcolm Wilson Rally 

  22nd WMC Test Day   

  29th SMC Grass Autotest   

          

April 19th WMC Autotest   

  26th WMC Classic Meet Drive It Day 

          

May 3-5th  WMC Touring Assembly Yorkshire Gallop 

  10th SMC Grass Autotest   

  13th WMC Grass Autotest   

  24th SoSCC Targa Rally   

          

June 7th SMC Grass Autotest   

  10th WMC Grass Autotest   

  14th KLMC/LMC Hill Climb Barbon Na<onal 

  28th WMC Historic/Targa Rally Lake District Classic 

          

July 4th KLMC/LMC Hill Climb Barbon Clubmans 

  5th EVMC Rally Greystoke 

  5th WMC Mee<ng Breakfast Meet 

  12th KLMC Classic Show Cars the Star 

  12th SMC Classic Tour   

  19th SoSCC Autotest Max AAack 

  22nd WMC Grass Autotest   

          

August 9th SMC Tar Autotest   

  16th SMC Historic/Targa Blue Streak 

  22nd WMC Touring Assembly Rose & Thistle Challenge 

  23rd WMC Classic Show Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show 

  30th KLMC Stage Rally Pendragon 

          

September 6th SMC Grass Autotest   

  13th WMC Touring Assembly Cumbrian Canter 

  20th SoSCC Historic/Targa Doonhamer 

  27th WMC Autosolo   
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Autojumble 
 Peugeot 206S Blue petrol 5 door hatchback.1360cc. 
65000 miles (one owner since new) £1100. 

Ring Brian Jones: 07775835976. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fiesta ST150 55 plate Blue 3 door hatchback Perfor-
mance Blue. 11 months MOT.£1100. 

Ring Brian Jones on: 07775835976. 

 

 

 

 

 

WMC Jackets, sweaters, hats etc  

S,tch & Print 

High Street, Wigton (by the church) 

hAps://www.s<tchandprint.co.uk/ 

 

 

October 9th WMC Touring Assembly C 2 C 

  11th SMC Autotest   

  18th WMC Targa/Historic   

          

November 29th WMC Autosolo   

          

December 5th FDMC Forest Rally Grizedale  

  30th WMC Autotest Fes<ve Fling 

  31st SMC Tar Autotest   
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Team Wigton 
Sam Kirkpatrick 

Wheatsheaf Garage in conjunction with Preptech 
UK once again raced an MG ZR 170 in the MG 
trophy championship. 
  Sam Kirkpatrick, who at 18 years old was one 
of the youngest drivers in the championship, 
drove with great skill and maturity to finish third 
overall. In a very tight class battle he finished 
second to the very experienced Paul Luti. The 
thrilling class battle lasted until the final race of 
the season and in the end only 2 points and 0.3 
seconds separated them. 
 Sam also made his debut in our 1964 MG B 
which his dad Bill has raced for many years. This 
is very different to the ZR, being rear wheel drive 
and on historic racing tyres. After only one test 

under the watchful eye of former touring car champion Chris Hodgetts, he was ready for the 3 hour 
relay race at Donington Park. Sam was part of a team of three, the others driving a Lotus Elan and a 
Marcos. He did the second stint which was an hour long and climbed from 13th place up to 5th after 
the hour, setting the second fastest lap by an MGB in the race. The team went on to finish a very cred-

itable 4th overall. 
  None of these results would have been possible 
without the excellent and calm support of Oliver 
Barnard of Preptech UK or Adam Westerby. Ad-
am is Sam’s number one mechanic and amongst 
many other feats of skill, was part of a double 
engine change at Knockhill with Preptech. This 
was carried out in 2 and a half hours and this feat 
was recognised with an award at the end of sea-
son prize giving. 
    For 2020, we will continue in the Mg Trophy 
in our  MG ZR 170, alongside an extended MGB 
programme, including the Spa 6 hour endurance 
race sharing with his Dad Bill and fellow Cum-
brian Andrew Smith. 
 

Round 1 Brands Hatch: overall pole, DNF (clutch). 
Round 2 Brands Hatch: overall pole, first in class. 
Round 3 Donington: class pole, P11, fastest lap. 
Round 4 Donington: class pole, DNF (engine blown whilst leading). 
Round 5 Knockhill: anti-clockwise, class pole, P1, fastest lap (lap record). 
Round 6 Knockhill: clockwise, class pole, P3, fastest lap (lap record). 
Round 7 Oulton Park: class pole, P3. 
Round 8 Oulton Park: class pole, P11 after pitstop with damage, fastest lap (lap record). 
Round 9 Snetterton: P1. 
Round 10 Snetterton: P2, fastest lap. 
Out of 10 races - 8 pole positions. 
3 wins, 1 second, 2 third places. 
4 fastest laps, 3 of which were lap records. 
 

To view the digitex tv footage for each race, visit the mg trophy page on the mg car club motorsport 
website and select tv programmes. 
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Pause for Thought? 
With the  financial cost of Motorsport increasing rapidly here is a suggestion that would help people to 
be able to compete in events at a reasonable cost especially those that are just considering  whether or 
not to compete in Motorsport. 

All speed events such as rallies, races, sprints and hill climbs require fireproof overalls, gloves and hel-
mets to correct specification to be worn and these items in total cost a lot of money. Each year some 
people who have bought these items decide not to compete any more, I very rarely see these items com-
ing up for sale so what happens to them ? 

Can I suggest that the club consider buying up some overalls, helmets and gloves and HANS devices 
from either retiring competitors or in some cases new ones and hiring them out to club members at rea-
sonable cost. 

Looking at Demon Tweeks prices  the cheapest helmets cost £200 to £300 for entry level ones going up 
to well over £4500 !  Open cars need either approved goggles or visors or full face helmets and most 
cars apart from the very few running in historic category need Hans devices  with approved Hans posts 
already factory fitted into helmets. HANs restraints that look like a horse collar cost from £200, the oth-
er type more like a rucksack to wear cost considerably more. 

Race suits start at just under £300 for minimum protection ones, these tend to be two layer suits, three 
layer FIA approved suits are more expensive but give better protection. Approved gloves £50 to £60, 
nomex socks £20 and balaclava £30 or so. The balaclava and nomex socks protect the exposed skin be-
tween the race suit and helmet and ankles very important if you are enveloped in flames. 

These are typical costs for the absolute minimum equipment one would need to compete at a sprint hill-
climb like Barbon or a sprint at Croft, most people are unaware they need to factor in such expense on 
top of what they have already spent on getting their chosen car ready until they make final preparations 
just before the event. 

Motorcycle helmets don't comply with MSUK regulations or at least they didn't up to last year, I am not 
sure why but bikers would seem to me to have far greater chances of needing protection for their heads 
in an accident so you can't borrow your mates bike helmet for a day or so to compete in a MSUK ap-
proved event. If it's a track day however you can thrash your car around a race circuit  with other cars 
all around you possibly being driven very wildly wearing overalls and a helmet of much inferior speci-
fication that doesn't need to comply with current regulations set by motorsports governing body which 
seems ridiculous to me. 

In the past ten years I've had to buy three new helmets because the specifications kept changing alt-
hough as my car runs in the historic class I don't need to have to change my seats or seat belts because 
they have a "life" of just a few years even if they have never been out of their boxes or fitted to a car.  

What do you  think about my suggestion, why not e mail the editor with your thoughts or contact a 
committee member to bring it up for discussion at a committee meeting. 

If you have surplus equipment why not contact a club official and let them know what you've got rather 
than just let it sit on a garage shelf or in a wardrobe until it is of no use to anyone wishing to compete. 

Keith Thomas 
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Fell Side Auto Club Northern Classic Trial, 22nd 

February 2020 

Fell Side Auto Club would like to invite members of Wigton Motor Club to enter their Northern Clas-
sic Trial. With a compact road route of around 50 miles plus a further 15 or so on forest tracks, the tri-
al starts and finishes at Hope Auction Mart in Wigton. You will visit around 14 competitive sections 
and two timed Observed Tests in the main trial or 12 sections plus tests if you enter in Class O. Class 
O is intended for slightly more delicate! vehicles or those new to the sport.  

You will receive a comprehensive Route Book so there is no need for complicated route plotting. Any 
vehicle can enter but would need some basic preparation. I can advise anyone on this by contacting me 
on 01228 530555 or for any other questions you may have. 

Entry details and forms will be available on our web site at http://www.fellsideac.co.uk where you can 
also see photos of previous trials. 

If you are not entering but would be prepared to marshal, Steve Fishwick is co-ordinating a team from 
Wigton Motor Club. Please contact him at fishwick38@gmail.com to register your interest. 

Fell Side look forward to seeing some of you either as competitors or marshals for a cracking days 
trialing next February. 

 

Myke Pocock 

Marshals Co-ordinator 

Northern Classic Trial 

fsacnct@yahoo.co.uk 
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Paul Gilligan has his say 

Electric Car News 

Although I’d repeat again that I see the future as hydrogen fuel cells rather than batteries for the mo-
ment at least electric is the favourite alternative to internal combustion. One manufacturer has stood 
apart from the crowd and said they WON’T be making an electric car and perhaps not surprisingly that’ 
Ferrari. Ferrari are offering Hybrids using the technology from their F1 programme but as far as pure 
electric is concerned, they say what others perhaps dare not “ Battery technology is not yet where it 
needs to be and there are still significant issues in terms of speed of recharging. 
 

Meanwhile others are pressing ahead. Ford, who’ve certainly not been leaders in electric car develop-
ment recently launched its first pure electric car designed as such from the ground up. It’s a 5 door 
crossover similar in concept to the Mercedes EQC and Jaguar i-Pace. To the horror of many fans of the 
Blue Oval (myself included) Ford have decided to call it……Mustang! The car doesn’t bear a single 
Ford badge, just the famous pony logo on the front and back.  What would Steve McQueen say? Badge 
apart the car seems to tick all the right boxes. You can have a single electric motor  which is RWD or  
two motors which give you 4WD and a choice of battery sizes. Range goes up to 370 miles for an 
RWD car with the bigger battery pack. UK prices will start at around £40,000 so about the same as a 
Tesla Model 3. A high performance GT version will follow with about 460 bhp and a 0-60 time of un-
der 5 seconds (so that one at least will go like a “proper” Mustang). Bang & Olufsen Sound is standard, 
useful for playing recordings of loud exhaust V8s perhaps?  
 

Mazda are one manufacturer who’ve always trod their own path. Remember the persisted with rotary 
engines long after everyone else had given up on them. Now they in turn have launched their first seri-
ous electric car. What sets them apart is their choice of a small 35KWH battery. The Mustang above 
comer with 75 or 99 KWH. Mazda’s reasoning is that this saves cost, weight and CO2 emissions. CO2 
on an electric car? Yes, because battery production plants emit very high levels of CO2. And bigger 
batteries demand more charging which uses electricity frequently from non-renewable sources. Of 
course, the trade-off is limited range and performance. Power will be about 140bhp and range maxi-
mum of 125 miles. Mazda is confident this will be perfectly adequate for a car used primarily for urban 
transport. Seems to make sensed to me. 
 

At the other end of the spectrum Volvo are pushing ahead with electric trucks. These are to be designed 
for construction and regional distribution operators where range is less of an issue. Volvo have recog-
nised that many these trucks average no more than 1000 miles a week or 200 per day. They also stress 
that big improvements are needed in the recharging network and financial incentives will need to be 
offered by governments to make the products viable. 
 

There is no doubt that demand for used electric and hybrid cars  is increasing, and because so few were 
sold 2 or 3 years ago this is pushing prices up, particularly for the smaller and cheaper cars. Partly peo-
ple want to save money but there’s also amongst many motorists a desire to “do the right thing”. 
 

Finally, on electric a new recharging network is being set up in the UK by a company called Ohme. By 
relying on electricity generated by wind turbines only Ohme will at certain times actually PAS drivers 
to charge their cars. They claim on average costs will be 2p per mile. A petrol or diesel car at 50 mpg 
costs 10-12 p per mile. 
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Light at The End Of The Aston Martin Tunnel? 

Aston have now revealed their new DBX SUV and to me at least very good it looks. Around 100 pre-

production cars have been built, the final recruitment and training of the people who will make it is 
under way and I understand orders are flowing in. Although no journalist has been allowed to drive the 
car yet a select few have been given passenger rides on race circuits, public roads and off road. Com-
ments are universally very good. 
 

Aston’s share price having dropped by around 75% since the company floated about a year ago hitting 
a low of £4.75 the price has recovered in the last month to just under £6. Two reasons it seems. First 
analysts recognise that the DBX COULD be a game changer doubling the company’s worldwide sales. 
Second there are rumours of new investors and even a takeover bid. Favourite subject is billionaire 
Laurence Stroll owner of Racing Point F1 team where is son Lance drives. And owner of a great deal 
more besides! Thoughts are that if he buys Aston his F1 cars will change from the current ghastly pink 
to good old British Racing Green and be badged as Aston Martins. AM already sponsor Red Bull F1 
who have emphasised they have a solid long term contract with the company. 

 

What Will 2020 Bring? 

Its that time of year when everyone in the industry peers nervously into a crystal ball and tries to pre-
dict what will happen in the New Year. Well we know for certain there will be lots and lots of new 
models coming, many of them electric or hybrid powered. It looks like UK sales particularly perhaps 
of commercial vehicles will receive a short term boost now the uncertainty of the election and B****t 
have been removed. But that may be very short term and once that’s over most forecasters are saying 
the best result will be UK new car sales at the same level as this year. Diesel sales are forecast to drop 
a little more to settle at around 25% of the total, electrics and hybrids will almost double but still be-
tween them only represent around  5% of sales. So, 70% of new cars sold here next year will be pow-
ered by good old petrol engines. 
 

I think the other trends we’ve seen this year will continue. Consolidation amongst manufacturers will 
continue, the number of new car dealerships will continue to decline, charges and penalties for using 
particularly more polluting vehicles in big cities will increase. Longer term worldwide new car sales 
will slowly but steadily decline as more people decide to do without a car, public transport improves, 
and car sharing grows, perhaps very rapidly. Environmental pressures whether well informed or ill-
informed will only grow.  

A great deal depends on what deal is negotiated with Brussels as far as tariffs on new cars and compo-
nents moving from the UK and EU and vice versa. If high tariffs are imposed expect the UK Nissan 
and Toyota factories to close and probably Vauxhall and Mini. However, I continue to believe that UK 
sales are so important to the German manufacturers that a tariff free deal is likely – let’s hope so. 

 

Audi & Daimler Announce Big Job Cuts 

In the last few weeks both of these companies have announced very major job cuts. Audi want to save 
six billion Euros a year to fund electric vehicle development by reducing headcount in Germany by 
9500 employees. Currently Audi employ 62000 people in Germany so over the next few years around 
15% will go. Cuts will be achieved by normal turnover and retirement, people who leave simply won’t 
be replaced. 
 

Meanwhile Mercedes parent Daimler have announced they will cut around 10000 jobs worldwide over 
the next 3 years. Every 10th managerial position will go and there will be “other measures”. VW and 
BMW are said to be looking at similar plans, and all the others I would have thought. 
 

Hydrogen Trains on The Way 

Countries like Germany have already introduced hydrogen trains as a green alternative to diesel. Now 
the UK is looking to go the same way with a study having been commissioned to look into the safety 
aspects. Test trains should be running next year and full passenger trains in 2021. Less than half the UK rail network is  
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electrified and there are serious concerns over pollution levels close to the tracks . If hydrogen trains 
come the hydrogen trucks, buses and cars won’t be far behind, I hope? 

 

Dutch Speed Limits Cut to Reduce Emissions 

Holland is struggling to meet EU emissions targets. The motorway speed limit sis to be cut from 130 
kph to 100 top help. The cut will apply from early next year and apply from 7pm to 6am. 
 

Lotus Gear Up for A Brighter Future 

If Aston Martin have been through hard times, then certainly so have Lotus. The future there has 
looked better since the company was bought in 2017 by Chinese company Geely who have done such 
a great job with Volvo. Now Lotus have announced a plan to grow significantly before their 80th birth-
day in 2028 There will be a new higher volume small sports car which should see worldwide sales far 
higher than the 1630 achieved last year. There will be a succession of “halo” cars like tie £2M 2000 
bhp electric Evija of which 130 will shortly be made. 
 

Another Year Over  

As 2019 draws to a close I’d just like to wish my small group of regular readers a Happy Christmas 
and a Healthy and Prosperous New Year. I’m as ever thankful to be a tinny part of an industry that is 
for me at least a constant source of fascination, rarely a dull moment. Have a good one!  

   Paul GilliganPaul GilliganPaul GilliganPaul Gilligan 

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk  

07785 293222 

. 
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Andy Armstrong takes an  irreverent  look at motoring and motorsport 

First of all a plea for help. 

Is there anyone out there who’s got photos of the late Eric Smith’s pale blue and white racing mini? I 
knew Eric quite well as my aunt had a shop on London road very near to where the Smith family lived. 
I remember as a small boy regularly receiving sixpence from Eric’s mother “to go and buy a bag of 
crisps”, and for ages thought she must make them thanks to nothing more than her surname. Anyway 
I’m hoping to do a painting of the car and need to get the detailing right, so photos for reference are 
essential. 

I’ve recently started looking for a possible car swap and have come across an unexpected problem, 
namely the paucity of manual gearboxes on offer. There are one or two cars I’ve fancied but when I’ve 
asked there’s nothing available but an automatic box. Manuals on smaller engined variants are no prob-
lem but in quicker specification models, or those over two litres you’re out of the hunt if you want a 
gearstick. I t’s annoying to be honest, first of all you’re a pariah if you prefer a diesel now it’s a crime 
because you’ve got enough energy to press a clutch. From what I’ve been told part of the reasoning is a 
green issue, and appears to go back to the fiddling of consumption and emission figures by certain 
manufacturers, but apparently we’re all now having to suffer as a direct result. 

It was nice to hear from Ian Clayton regarding his Austin Healey 3000 of which he is no doubt very 
proud. At least it proves someone actually reads this drivel. 

I’m sorry if my comments in a previous article have caused him angst, but they were only intended to 
demonstrate that most older cars, including those which in their heyday were regarded as high perfor-
mance vehicles now struggle to match the acceleration and maximum speed figures of a relatively 
mundane modern hatchback  

With regard to the figures I used ,these were taken from the November issue of “Motor Sport” maga-
zine (page 130),and clearly state they’re for an Austin Healey 3000 MK1,so maybe Ian needs to make 
them aware of their mistake. The magazine does also comment the Healey is “a great British sports car 
with enduring appeal “. A sentiment I agree with 100%. 

On a more personal note here’s another example. The car in 
question is the MK1 Mini Cooper S I rallied in in the British 
Historic Stage Rally Championship for several seasons. This 
car had a full race engine built by Mini maestro John Willis, 
and was just about as developed as a 1293 S could be. It was 
quick, very quick and a regular class winner in the forests, 
achieving a top ten finish and first in class on the “Trackrod” 
rally and first in class and 5th overall on the “Welsh Interna-
tional” where it was only Porsche 911’s and the like ahead of 
it.  

The point is, even tuned to the extremes which required reg-
ular engine rebuilds it was only ever producing 120 to 130 
bhp which, returning to my original point made in the earlier 

article, is still at least 70 horse power down on a modern Mini Cooper S, a fact which does not offend 
or upset me in any way, neither do I consider it belittles the original Issigonis designed car which like 
the Healey was an icon of it’s era. 

So there we are ,as far as I’m concerned there’s no shame in a 60 year old design being less capable 
than a modern one, in fact I’d be very surprised if it wasn’t to be honest, a point I’d imagine most en-
thusiasts would accept as inevitable. 

Ends AA. 
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 What’s On 

January: 

9-12th   Autosport Show at the NEC 

26th   Autosolo     WMC 

February 

 8th   Awards Dinner    WMC 

 8th   Harry & Ivey Road Rally  KLMC 

21-23rd  Race Retro at Stoneleigh 

March 

11th   Midweek Meander   WMC 

14th   Malcolm Wilson Rally   KLMC 

22nd   Rowrah Test Day   WMC 

Visit the Facebook page for the latest news or the webpage at 

www.wigtonmc.co.uk 

 


